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CTC
8

Warren Lodge
to

Bumble’s Green

Start Ambresbury Banks at Warren Lodge  — CM16  5HN

Finish Bumble’s Green, near the telephone exchange  — EN9  2LP

Distance 8.83km

Duration 1 hour 56 minutes

Ascent 104m

Access Occasional buses (not TfL) at start and end of section.

Facilities None.

8.1 Warren Lodge 0m

8.2 Access rd to Warren Plantation, opposite post 13; beyond cott age on L, L (W) 
on track; R at lodges; cross M25 to Copped Hall.

1670m

8.3 R to Home Farm; L/L on path; ahead on lane to rd at Copped Hall Green. 1580m

8.4 R (N) on rd; L on footpath before Nicholls Farm; R on rd past Obelisk Farm. 960m

8.5 L after R bend into fi eld; WNW on RH of two paths; cross lane; ahead; ahead 
into next fi eld; R after 40m through hedge; half-L to enter wood; through 
wood; keep N to Scatt erbushes Wood.

1720m

8.6 Ahead to lane at Claverhambury; L to jct beyond Manor Farm. 1080m

8.7 R 250m; bear R into fi eld; N to kink in hedge ahead, R through stile; ascend 
middle of next fi eld; L through stile; cross belt NW; R on bridleway along L 
edge of belt to post 14 at summit.

1240m

8.8 Downhill on broad track, past housing on L, to rbt. 580m
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This section starts at the 
entrance to the Warren 

Plantation on the High Road, opposite 
post 13 at Ambresbury Banks and just 
north of the junction with Crown Hill.

Occasional buses (not TfL) link this 
point with Epping. This area is poorly 
served by public transport, the nearest 
regular services on the Coal Tax Circuit 
route being at Theydon Bois and 
Wormley.

This section crosses farmland and woodland, and is likely to be 
wet and muddy. Lightweight waterproofed boots are therefore 
recommended. A compass will prove very helpful, especially in the 
forested areas, where time and space seem eternally malleable.

Take the entrance lane into Warren Plantation, passing 
between two cott ages. Just beyond the left-hand cott age, 

you will come to a cross-track: turn left and follow the track 
westwards. After 550m, a lane crosses the track: turn right on this 
lane (that is, away from the lodges and gates), as indicated by the 
wooden signpost “to Copped Hall”.

The lane leads northwards through the plantation, and descends 
to cross the M25 by a bridge. Suddenly, beyond the bridge, the 
landscape opens up ahead. Follow the lane up to Copped Hall.

The building which we see today is a shell, following a fi re in 1917, 
of a mansion which was completed in 1758, replacing an Elizabethan 
house (another in a succession of buildings going back to the twelfth 
century) on the property. The gardens of the Elizabethan house were 
incorporated into the Georgian design, and a new walled garden of 
almost 2ha was built. In the last years of the nineteenth century, the 
house and gardens were redeveloped into a much grander state, 
the then owner having two railway fortunes to burn.

Following the 1917 fi re, the house was not rebuilt. The estate was 
sold in 1952 on the death of the owner, and much of interest was 
removed. In 1992, it was purchased by the Corporation of the City 

of London as part of their buff er lands 
for the conservation of Epping Forest; 
the house was handed over to a trust 
in 1995. Restoration work continues 
slowly.

Pass across the frontage 
of Copped Hall, and bear 

slightly right to reach an access road. 
Turn right along this road, passing a 
duckpond on your right, and then an 
entrance into the Home Farm of the 
estate. Turn left into a lane in front of 

8.1

8.2

Logging is still practised
to manage the woodland

Copped Hall

8.3
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a building on the left (which is called White House), and 
then turn immediately to your left to cross a stile into a 
fi eld.

Take the clear path across the fi eld, aiming for the right-hand 
end of the fence ahead. When you reach this point, cross a 
footbridge and bear left along the edge of the next fi eld. At 
the top, the path joins a lane which goes over a rise ahead 
to descend on the far side.

Halfway down the lane, you will see the Victorian buildings 
associated with the new garden projects undertaken by the 
owner of Copped Hall at the time. Beyond these buildings, 
you will reach a cluster of buildings at Lodge Farm, where 
the road crosses Cobbin’s Brook.

Once you have pulled out of the valley, it is almost a straight 
line along the lane to reach a minor road at Copped Hall 
Green.

If you go left at this point, then left again, in 500 metres 
you will come to Crown Hill, with the same occasional bus 
service as exists at Ambresbury Banks: the stop is to the left 
(east), with a restaurant a litt le farther ahead.

Turn sharp right onto the road, and follow it almost to 
the gates of Nicholls Farm. Just before the farm, though, 

you should turn left onto a footpath which makes its way through 
the woodland.

There are many deer in the landscape hereabouts, and you should 
not be surprised to see one of these shy creatures, or a family group, 
or even a full-blown herd, probably showing their tails as they 
bound away from you.

As the path begins to descend, it becomes very muddy, and you 
may prefer a narrower version of the route which runs to the left of 
the main channel. However, before you do so, you should not miss 
the sight of a large white obelisk over to the right, in the middle of 
a fi eld.

A quick online check confi rmed that it has nothing to do with the 
Coal Tax. Rather, it claims to hark back almost two millennia with 
a claim that this is the site of Boudicca’s Last Stand in AD 61. It has 
no more claim to authenticity for the 
batt le-site than Ambresbury Banks, or 
of any other supposed location, lots of 
which stretch all the way to Mancett er, 
on the A5 near Atherstone in north 
Warwickshire.

The path reaches a road: turn right onto 
it and face Obelisk Farm.

Make your way to left then 
right with the road, the turn 

Boudicca’s obelisk

An icy, slippery footbridge 
just north of Copped Hall8.4

8.5
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left into a fi eld. Ignore the path closer to the fence 
on the left, taking instead the path leading across 
the middle of the fi eld (roughly west-north-west) 
to a gate in the hedge ahead. Go through the gate 
into a lane, then through its twin into the next 
fi eld. Continue in the same direction, passing to 
the left of a clump of osiers, and on to the point 
where another path converges from the left, at the 
corner of the hedge which comes in from the right.

At this point, you may fi nd yourself showered in 
public footpath signs. Carry straight ahead to cross 
into the next fi eld: the path which you have been 
following will continue arrow-straight ahead, but 
you should aim right to fi nd a gate in the hedge 
about 40m ahead.

Go through the gate, and bear half-left (or round 
the corner of the fi eld) to reach the entrance 

to Brookmeadow Wood, just beyond a skeleton tree straight out 
of cartoon horror central casting: is this the inspiration for the 
stag’s-head costumes for village horn dances?

There really is only one path through the wood: it is not straight, 
and it is muddy. The route drops to cross a small stream, and rises 
on the other side. There is a left-and-right zigzag, and the path then 
swings right to meet a fence. Turn to the left, keeping the fence on 
your right, to the edge of the woodland.

When you exit the wood, you will see a caravan park over to your 
left: at this point, keep resolutely to the right as you go ahead, 
squeezing between a hedge on the right and a string fence on your 
left, descending to the sad remains of a footbridge. Sad remains 
they may be, but the bridge still has to be crossed … with great 
care by all, and no doubt in fear and trembling by less sure-footed 
walkers. This wet area is known on the map as Maple Springs, a 
name much bett er suited to upstate New York.

Climb to the corner of Scatt erbushes Wood, and 
maintain a generally northbound line out to a lane at 

Claverhambury. Here, the air bristles with surveillance and oozes 
with distrust bearing on contempt. Turn left along the lane, climbing 
past a house on the right to reach a junction beside a farmhouse 
with more than suffi  cient egotistical pretension. This is the hamlet 
of Galley Hill.

Turn right up the lane, and prepare to be deafened by, it 
seems, half the dogs in the solar system. Near the top, by 

a litt le vehicle turning circle on the right, go over a stile into a fi eld. 
Drift slightly away from the left-hand fence, making for a kink in 
the hedge ahead.

When you reach the hedge, go round to the left of the kink, and 
you will fi nd a stile on your right. Cross the stile, then bear half-left 

Southern entrance to 
Brookmeadow Wood

8.6
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down the fi eld. Cross the streamlet at 
the bott om, and continue in the same 
direction up to opposing slope. Once 
you reach the brow, go right into the 
gore ahead to go through a stile in the 
corner.

Do not follow the footpath sign to the 
right (north-east), but make your way 
across the other side of the narrow band 
of trees (Galleyhill Green) to reach a 
bridleway running parallel to the edge of the tree-belt.

Turn right, and follow the bridleway in a north-easterly direction. 
The path bends slightly right, and there are other options going off  
to the right. Ahead at the top, on the left side of the path, is post 14.

The name Galleyhill suggests strongly that there was a gibbet on 
top of the hill here. It is a classic location to hang a highwayman 
pour encourager les autres, on a high point of an important carrier 
route, in this instance between Cambridge and London by way of 
Bishop’s Stortford and Waltham Abbey. The carriers would have 
preferred the higher ground to the wett er valleys, giving bett er 
progress. It seems that it was still considered to be an important 
route into London when the Coal Tax posts came to be erected.

Since those days, of course, the valley routes have become more 
reliable, as the canal, then the railway, and fi nally the internal 
combustion engine has taken over the leadership of carriage.

Ahead lies the parish of Nazeing, beyond the bounds of the Coal 
Tax: behind us, the parish of Waltham Holy Cross, within the 
taxable bounds.

The path takes a slight bend to the left, where it opens out 
into a broad track, showing the former importance of this 

ancient route.

The descent is easy (give or take the possibility of breaking an 
ankle in the tractor-ruts) and obvious. Once again, you will notice 
the signboard which gives all the by-laws for the conservation of 
Epping Forest.

In time, the grass underfoot gives way to tarmac — with the name 
of Bumble’s Green Lane — as a small estate of houses takes over 
the left-hand side of the road. Continue down to the roundabout, 
which marks the end of this section of the Coal Tax Circuit route.

About 400m to the east, in the direction of Nazeing, there is a small 
pub. There are bus stops outside: on the same side as the pub for 
Harlow, and across the road for Waltham Cross. These are not TfL 
buses, so Oyster will not work. Given the occasional nature of the 
bus services, the pub might come in handy if you need to abandon 
the walk at Bumble’s Green.

The old route descends 
from post 14 to

Bumble’s Green

8.8


